Snow Row Postponement Update:

As most of our rowing friends know, we had to postpone the annual Snow Row scheduled for March 14th at the last minute as the Covid19 virus became more widespread. Our intention remains to run the race when it is safe to do so. We have laid out different scenarios to make it happen; however, with the everchanging predictions of when and how the pandemic will end and life return to some semblance of normalcy, we have not been able to select a date. With that being stated, I know that a few individuals and clubs have asked about refunds. I would ask everyone to be as patient as possible to see what we can come up with for running the event.

Refund details:

1. We were able to get a refund for the spectator boat charter fee; therefore, those wishing a refund can be accommodated.
2. For registration refunds, we have a dilemma in that we have purchased and have in our possession all of the hats and T-shirts as well as the supplies to run the Boat House Bistro (There are several freezers filled with frozen soups and many boxes filled with dry goods and utensils). So, again, our best hope is to run the event, hand out the hats and T-shirts at that time and have a great after race party. For those who cannot attend the race and have prepaid, we will try to come up with an equitable amount for a refund and will try to get the hats to you as well as T-shirts if you ordered any.
3. For those who purchased T-shirts, we will have them available for pick up on the eventual race day, if you are not in attendance, we will make arrangements to get your T-shirt to you.

Important note: The museum and all programs are currently suspended and I am the only person going to the office on a regular basis; therefore, any actual refunds will have to wait until the museum reopens and we can process transactions.

I will keep everyone posted and until we meet again, I hope that everyone remains healthy. Please feel free to contact me at any time if you have any questions.

Regards,

Mike McGurl
Executive Director
Hull Lifesaving Museum
Cell: 617-797-1994
mike@hulllifesavingmuseum.org